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27,304 likes · 66 talking about this · 521 were here Thank you for sharing. I really liked your post, and the information that you give, it was. in english is a great source of information. thank you. . Oct 7, 2017 Buy Hindi Language PPT Presentation DesignersQ: Custom UITableViewController initialization from nib I'm trying to make an app that is reading GPS and calculating distance. It should be fast
and not eat a lot of battery. I've decided to load data from a plist using a custom UITableViewController. Everything works fine when I'm loading data from an array. However, I'd like to use NSDictionary to load data. I've tried to build custom init method and just initialize the dictionary and return it, but I didn't succeed. I would be very grateful for any help! A: try this way... -

(id)initWithCoder:(NSCoder *)aDecoder { self = [super initWithCoder:aDecoder]; if (self) { //initialize your dictionary here } return self; } That's an understatement. ------ chiph I've read that "unsafe" in HTML is actually a valid doctype - Is that still true? ~~~ cuboidgoat These "unsafe" doctypes don't allow HTML5 parser features. Firefox and Chrome will not recognise them at all. IE has support, but
only partially. You can get IE to recognise them by changing the doctype to HTML5 (without the first dash) and then changing it back to HTML4. In the same vein it is also possible to add an HTML5 doctype while keeping the HTML4 doctype. ------ TomGullen Wrote a small parser once to validate against the W3C XHTML 1.1 DTD in 2001. It was incredibly easy. Here's the gist for anyone interested: [
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